EEG-based applications have faced the challenge of multi-modal integrated analysis problems. In this paper, a greedy maximal weight matching approach is used to measure the functional connectivity in alcoholics datasets with EEG and EOG signals. The major discovery is that the processing of the repeated and unrepeated stimuli in the γ γ γ band in control drinkers is significantly more different than that in alcoholic subjects. However, the EOGs are always stable in the case of visual tasks, except for a weakly wave when subjects make an error response to the stimuli.
Introduction
In recent years, electroencephalograms (EEGs) have been widely used to evaluate the dysfunction of alcoholic persons' brain. Researchers mainly focused on four frequency bands, θ (4-8 Hz), α (8-12.5 Hz), β (12.5-28.5 Hz) and γ (28.5-45 Hz). In the θ band, heavy drinkers have better synchronization than control subjects with 62-tin electrodes [1] . In the α band, alcoholics have lower activity in the left anterior cortex than in the right anterior cortex [2] . Michael et al. also found that the α coherence increases at the central region [3] . Winterer et al. [4] found that the posterior coherence of alcoholics are significantly increased both in α band and β band. Moreover, heavy drinkers have higher synchronization in γ band [1] . However, an optimal brain function has a high synchronization which is different from the increase coherence of alcoholics [5] . In fact, increasing coherence on alcoholics is also in contrast to the study on a public 61-channels EEG alcoholics dataset with two electrooculogram (EOG) signals. By event related potential (ERP) technique, it was found the right hemisphere of alcoholics is depressed unlike that of control drinkers [6] . Moreover, using a synchrony visualization method, Sakkalis [7] found that alcoholics had impaired synchronization in α band and low β synchronization than control drinkers. Therefore, increase or decrease synchronization was result from inconsistency in alcoholic databases. Because there is no efficient way to study functional connectivity of the human brain using multichannel and multi-modal data. In fact, supporting multimodal data integration and fusion is one of challenges in EEG-based applications, especially with wireless sensor networks [8] and ubiquitous networks [9] . This paper will use a graph theory to study this challenge and investigate the functional connectivity using both EEG and EOG data.
Graph theoretical methods have been employed to study EEGs for about a decade. A popular approach is based on a small-world network [10] . The functional connectivity of the human brain has been proved to be a small-world network by some researchers [11, 12] . The approach is to map a synchronization matrix into a binary graph G, in which nodes of G are mapped from electrodes and the weight of each edge of G is the synchronization value between two electrode pairs. However, the properties of a small-world network only describe the clustering and the small-world effect in the whole graph. It can not be used to analyze the functional connectivity between pair-wise nodes.
The aim of this study is to investigate the visual stimuli of the different brain regions of alcoholics with that of the different brain regions of control drinkers, with maximal weight matching on a multi-modal datasets. The data set in this study includes 11,035 EEG recordings where 7,014 trials are alcoholics, while the rest are control drinkers. To study the functional connectivity between five regions of the cortex, the raw data were processed in four steps. Firstly, a band-pass filter is used to extract the four bands from the raw data. Secondly, the autocorrelation of a short time series is calculated with high dimensional embedding vector. The coupled Hénon system is used as a reference to verify the approach. Then the synchronization matrix of each recording is mapped into a weighted graph G and the greedy maximal weight matching M of G is obtained for alcoholics and control drinkers, respectively. The electrode pairs of M are encoded according to the electrode pairs directions and regions. Lastly, the average of the maximal weight matching both for alco- 2. Methodology 2.1. The Alcoholic Data Set and the Optimal Channels The experimental data were taken from a public EEG database. The experiments were performed on 122 subjects. Each subjects went through 120 trials and with three types of stimuli [6] : S1 (one stimulus presentation), S2M (one picture stimulus twice) and S2N (the second test picture is different from the first time). In the case of S2M and S2N, the task was that the subjects should decide whether the second picture was the same as the first stimulus [6] . If the decision was incorrect, the data was marked as S2Merr, S2Nerr, respectively. There were three datasets on this database: TRAIN, TEST and FULL. It should be noted that the FULL dataset included the previous two data sets, but it had a different number of alcoholics and control drinker trials. It also contained a few all-zero recordings, which should be careful for processing these padding zeros. This paper studied the FULL dataset in four frequency bands: θ band (4-8.5 Hz), α band (8.5-12 Hz), β band (12-28.5 Hz) and γ band (28.5-45 Hz).
Because the EEG data sets were collected with 63 electrode caps, it is not necessary to analyze all channels in general case. Palaniappan [13] used a genetic algorithm to select the eight optimal channels (Pz, P7, O2, FPz, TP7, P6, C1, FCz) to classify the alcoholics and control drinkers on the basis of dataset TRAIN and TEST in γ band. Some studies [2, 14] used the channels: FP1, FP2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, T7, C3, Cz, C4, T8, P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8, O1 and O2 for the specified measurement. This study uses the maximal weight matching method to evaluate the performance of these optimal channels.
Filtering and Autocorrelation
This section discusses two key processing techniques for short time series with each signal having 256 points being recorded for 1 s. One key process is to filter out the data from the lower band and another is to extract the attractor from the short time-series EEGs.
Filtering is a necessary preprocessing step to separate the band from the raw EEG data. For example, to extract the γ band from the raw data, the digital Butterworth filter was used in [15] , and a band-pass filter construct with low-pass filter and high-pass filter was used in [13] . The filtering results greatly affect the process of EEG, especially on the low frequency band. Figure 1 illustrates a case of the band-pass filter on the lower frequency signals. To obtain θ (4-8.5 Hz) from one channel of co2a000364 subject in 0 trial, the F3 θ waves and F4 θ waves, shown in Fig. 1 , were employed after it was filtered using the following SCILAB IIR filtering method.
It is easy to observe that both filtered signals are smoothed from zero to five points, which increase the coherence if these two time series are analyzed. Therefore, the first four points are ignored and only 252 points were used.
EEG signals can be viewed as a nonlinear dynamical system that can be extracted by the attractor in the phase space [16] . To classify single trial EEG time series
where i = 1, 2, . . ., N e = N − mτ and τ is the time delay. Then, the autocorrelation factor of T can be obtained from the phase space X by employing the Theiler method [16] . However, Theiler algorithm is more complex and does not works well on short time series data, so a simple approach is used in this study to obtain the autocorrelation factor C r , which is calculated using Eq. (2). (2) where w is Theler window, σ is Heavisible function, σ (x) = 1 if x > 0; otherwise σ (x) = 0. It is noted that Eq. (2) is more efficient than the probability approach in [17] , because the probability step is ignored in this equation.
C r is sensitive to w and m in a short time series. SanzArigita [18] illustrated an example to set up the parameters for a smaller data set, where m = 6 and w = 6. However, according to Takens's idea [19] , m > 2d, where d is the dimension of the system on the attractor. Therefore, d < 3 when m = 6, which should not be a real feature of the attractor for the EEG series. In this paper, the param- eters are as follows: τ = 1, m = 26 and w = 64, which are suitable for extracting the attractor from the 256 EEG points.
Mapping a Synchronization Matrix into a
Graph Synchronization Likelihood (SL) was proposed by Stam [17] , and it was used to calculate the distance between two series in the phase space. The synchronization of any two channels T i and T j is given by
where X m,i and Y m, j are m-dimensional embedding vector of T i and T j , respectively. It is clear that the range of SL i, j is between 0 and 1. In general, the synchronization matrix is mapped into a binary graph [18] . Because SL i, j = SL j,i , let SL i,i = 0, SL is a symmetric and can be represented as an adjacency matrix of a graph, where nodes represent channels, and edges are the synchronization value between two channels. Therefore the synchronization matrix is mapped into a weighted graph in this study.
It is noted that Eqs. (2) and (3) are different [17] . To verify these equations, an identical Hénon system is used in this paper, which was also used in [17] .
where x 0 , y 0 , u 0 and v 0 are initialized to random values. 
Greedy Maximal Matching on the Regions of the Brain
A matching in graph G is a subset of pair-wise nonadjacent edges; that is, no two edges share a common vertex. A greedy weight matching M is the one for which the sum of the weights of the edges of M is maximal with a greedy method. For example, Fig. 2 has a greedy weight matching M = {x = 0.8, y = 0.8}, {x = 0.7, y = 0.7}, {x = 0.6, y = 0.6}. The total weight is w(M) = 1.73 and the highest weight edge {x = 0.8, y = 0.8} belongs to M.
Maximum matching problems are well-known problems in graph theory and are proved to be solved with a complexity of O(n 3 ) [20] . Certainly, there exists an optimal algorithm for processing EEGs. For example, the optimal pairing of signal components are separated by comparing with a greedy approach [21] . However, maximum weight matching do not always include the highest weight edges [21] . Therefore, the greedy algorithm is used to ensure that the highest weight edge is always included in the matching. In this paper, the algorithm is greedy and recursive. First, the most weight edge e is selected from G into M, then e and the two connected nodes are removed from G, and this procedure is repeated until the number of remaining nodes is less than two. The details of the greedy algorithm is presented in [22] .
To measure the effect of the pairwise electrodes, the brain is divided into six regions: Frontal (F), Central (C), Parietal (P), Occipital (O), Temporal (T ) and EOG regions. The first five regions include the electrodes following the rules in [6] . The 19-channel EEG, as shown in Fig. 4 . For instance, control drinkers have a higher pair-wise {O2, P6} than alcoholics, in the case of the 8-channel EEGs; the pairwise {FCz, Pz} is never shown in the S2Nerr of control drinkers. On the other hand, the control drinkers have a higher SL value in F.R than alcoholics do, on a 63-channel EEGs and EOGs (Fig. 5) . However, it is difficult to divide the control drinkers and alcoholics from Fig. 4 because the values of F.L and F.R on C.S1 are lower than A.S2Nerr. To evaluate the complexity of 8 optimal channels [13] , the basic 19-channel [2, 14] , and the 63-channel in this study, the running time of the three types of channels are listed in Table 1 .
The SL of Alcoholism and Controller on Different Stimuli
The results of this study on the average of SL are different from the results in [1] . 77 alcohol subjects and 45 control drinkers of FULL datasets are analyzed by applying three different stimuli. The analysis results of FULL dataset are shown in Table 2 . In the case of γ band, the average synchronization in alcoholics is less than that in control drinkers, which is consistent with the result in [15] , but it is different from the result in [1] . This is because the test data do not include data about the eye and body movements [6] . On the other hand, in the α band, the alcoholics have a better synchronization than control drinkers do, which agrees with the α band result in [1] .
Further, an interesting discovery is that the left cortex of alcoholics is different from that of control drinkers in the γ band. The results are shown in Table 3 . The synchronization of the left and right brain of subjects are always increased during β , α and θ bands. Conversely, the synchronization of the left cortex of alcoholics and control drinkers are stable in γ band in 4.6 and 4.9 respectively, and the synchronization value of the right cortex are decreased from 4.73 to 4.7 in alcoholics but a increase slightly in control drinkers. Therefore, the abnormal synchronization of γ band on the left and right hemisphere implies that the alcoholics process the repeated and unrepeated stimuli different from the control drinkers. The next section will use maximal weight matching to enhance these results on all wave bands.
The Functional Connectivity During Repeated and Unrepeated Stimuli
Although both Figs. 3 and 5 show a good synchronization of γ band in the parietal region of alcoholic and control drinkers, the S2Merr and S2Nerr of alcoholics and control drinkers show significantly different trends. For instance, except P.R, T.R and EOG, all regions are decreased from S2Merr to S2Nerr in control drinkers, but they are stable, only slightly increased in alcoholics. These imply that the functional connectivity are different while repeated and unrepeated stimuli are applied in alcoholics and control drinkers. Figs. 6-8 demonstrate these results in β , α and θ wave bands. For example, in Fig. 6 , for the β band, except P.R, all areas are decreased from S2Merr to S2Nerr in the case of control drinkers, P.R, C.R, F.R, F.L, T.L and EOG are increased in the case of alcoholics. In contrast, it is noted that the α band is different from γ and β bands, as shown in Fig. 7 . Only O.L and F.L are decreased from S2Merr to S2Nerr in the case of alcoholics, while other regions are increased. However, only half the regions of control drinkers are increased, while the other half is decreased. In Fig. 8 , all regions of control drinkers are decreased, but F.L is slightly decreased on alcoholics. Furthermore, the synchronization of the α band is higher than that of the other bands in the parietal regions, which is consistent with the results in [7] ; and the ratio of α band synchronization in the left to that in the right regions is higher than the synchronization of other bands. The P.R, C.L are larger than P.L, C.R in S2Nerr for the control drinkers; but are approximately equal in alcoholics. These EEG phenomena imply that there are different processing procedures in different regions of alcoholics and control drinkers with the repeated stimuli and unrepeated stimuli.
There is an interesting finding in this dataset: the EOG is very stable from Figs. 5-8, irrespective of whether on alcoholics or on control drinkers, with only a weak decrease in S2Nerr in the case of control drinkers. The results imply that the alcoholics are not affected by the EOG signal, because the EOG does not represent the response to visual stimuli. 
Conclusions
In this paper, the greedy maximum weight matching analysis on the functional connectivity in human brain is proposed. This is the first time that the functional connectivity between EEG and EOG is investigated. It is also the first time that a classical graph algorithm is used to study the synchronization of EEG phenomena. Compared with the modern small-world graph theories, this approach can classify the repeated and unrepeated stimuli on control drinkers, and can be used as a testbench for the selection of optimal channel numbers. Moreover, this study indicates that the maximal weight matching combined with synchronization can be a useful tool to evaluate the abnormal EEG signals. It is also found that the difference functional connectivity for processing repeated stimuli and unrepeated stimuli in the control drinkers are larger than that in the alcoholics. Moreover, it shows that the EOG is not sensitive with the alcoholics.
